
Terms And Conditions

The  affiliate  can  save  and  print  these  terms  and  conditions.  Kleor can
modify them at any time.

1. Subject

These terms and conditions are intended to define the rights and obligations
of the affiliate and Kleor.

2. Time

These  terms  and  conditions  are  effective  upon  the  registration  of  the
affiliate. They are valid for an indefinite period. The affiliate can request
termination of  his  contract  at  any time  by contacting Kleor,  and he will
receive a final payment on the existing balance in his account.

3. Remuneration

The commission percentage of the affiliate is listed on the homepage of his
account and the pages of promotion tools. The affiliate can access through
his  account  to  his  statistics  of  clicks  and  commissions  in  real  time.  To
receive commissions, the affiliate must have a Premier or Business PayPal
account,  and therefore upgrade his  PayPal  account if  he has  a Personal
account.

The commissions of each month are paid to the affiliate between 1 and 5 of
the following month, through PayPal. In some cases, they are paid instantly
at time of order. When a customer referred by the affiliate request a refund,
the affiliate loses the commission on that sale, unless this commission has
already been paid. In this case, the overpayment may be deducted from his
future commissions.
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4. Prohibited Practices

The affiliate is not allowed to order a product marketed by  Kleor through
one of his affiliate links. The commissions earned by the affiliate on orders
he himself made may be canceled.

The affiliate is not allowed to create invisible images by putting one of his
affiliate links as the value for the src attribute of the image. More generally,
the cookie stuffing is prohibited. Autosurf is prohibited too.

Commissions fraudulently earned will  be canceled. Kleor will  immediately
deactivate the account of the affiliate if he engages in at least one of the
prohibited practices.

5. Statement Of Incomes

The affiliate must declare his incomes under the laws in force in his country.

6. Data Protection

The informations requested to the affiliate will never be disclosed, sold or
leased to a third party.

7. Partial Validation

If  one or more provisions of  these terms and conditions are held to be
invalid or declared as such under any law, regulation or after a final decision
of a competent jurisdiction, the other provisions remain full force and effect.

8. Applicable Law

These terms and conditions are subject to French law. In case of complaint,
the affiliate will apply primarily to Kleor to find an amicable solution.
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